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This awesome trifold, black vinyl LANDSCAPE Game Masters screen lets you--the GM--actually

see over your screen for a change! Best of all, it contains 6 pockets--three for you and three for your

players--so you can insert and change the screens for any game you play!
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I'm going to go ahead and say that any GM that uses a screen should buy this now. Seriously. I

mean it when I say I wish I had one years ago. It's weird to me that nobody, including myself,

thought of this sooner. Anyone that's used notebooks with the clear plastic pockets on the outside

knows exactly what this is: The mutant love-child of a GM screen and a vinyl notebook! It is

precisely that. No rings, an extra cover panel, and all pockets all the time!A usage recommendation

I have is to print any player-facing information large enough for your grandmother (borrow one if you

don't have one) to read without her glasses, so your players can use it without a spyglass. It's only

useful if they can read it from their seats. I also keep a list of known NPCs, place names, etc on one

of the player-facing panels. When you go a month between gaming sessions, who can remember

the blacksmith's name or the tavern last session ended in?One caveat... I would avoid storing

printouts in it for long periods of time. I would expect the ink of photocopies or printouts to adhere to

the plastic and mark it up when you remove the sheets. I haven't had it happen yet, but I have had

probably a dozen GM notebooks ruined by that over the past 30 years of running games.PROS:- It's

the perfect size. Since it's made for 8.5"x11" pages (Letter size not Legal size, as some have said)

turned sideways, you can see over it well better than traditional taller screens. WAY less having to



stand up to see what's going on as players move their miniatures around on the battle mat.

Horizontally, it's also the perfect size, in my opinion. Just the right amount of room behind it for all

my secret stuff.
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